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Carbon Black production from thermal  

Decomposition of Sub-quality Natural Gas  

 
 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this paper is computational investigation of 
the carbon black production through thermal decomposition of 
waste gases containing CH4 and H2S, without requiring a H2S 
separation process. The chemical reaction model, which involves 
solid carbon, sulfur compounds and precursor species for 
formation carbon black, based on an assumed Probability Density 
Function (PDF) parameterized by the mean and variance of 
mixture fraction and β-PDF shape. The effects of feedstock mass 
flow rate and reactor temperature on carbon black, COS,SO,S 22  
and 2CS  formation are investigated. The results show that the 
major factor influencing CH4 and H2S conversions is reactor 
temperature. For temperatures higher than K1100o , the reactor 
CH4 conversion reaches 100%, whilst H2S conversion increases 
for temperatures higher than K1300o . The results reveal that at 
any temperature, H2S conversion is less than that of CH4. The 
results also show that in the production of carbon black from sub-
quality natural gas, the formation of carbon monoxide which is 
occurring in parallel, play a very significant role. For lower 
values of feedstock flow rate, CH4 mostly burns to CO and 
consequently, the production of carbon black is low. 
Keywords: Carbon black, sulfur compounds, thermal 
decomposition, sour natural gas 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As the prices of fossil fuel increase, abundant sour natural 
gas, so called sub-quality natural gas (SQNG) resources become 
important alternatives to replace increasingly exhausted reserves 
of high quality natural gases for the production of carbon black, 
hydrogen, sulfur and/or 2CS [1– 3] . Gas flaring has also been 
blamed for environmental and health problems such as acid rain, 
asthma, skin and breathing problems [4, 5]. The removal of H2S 
from SQNG is expensive and not commercially for large-scale 
plants. When H2S concentration in natural gas is higher than 
about 1.0%, the high separation cost makes the SQNG 

economically unfeasible as an energy production source [1]. As 
mentioned above, the production of carbon black from SQNG is 
one possible option to use this wasted energy resource and reduce 
carbon and hydrogen sulfide emissions at the same time. In the 
practical carbon black furnace, turbulent thermal decomposition 
of CH4+ H2S feedstock produces carbon black, hydrogen and 
other sulfur compounds [6].  

Carbon black is widely used as filler in elastomers, tires, 
plastics and paints to modify the mechanical, electrical and 
optical properties of materials in which they are dispersed and 
consequently determine their applications [8]. In the practical 
carbon black furnaces, the main process of carbon black 
production is oxidative thermal decomposition of feedstock 
hydrocarbon fuel [9]. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze possibilities for 
efficient production of carbon black from sub-quality natural gas 
(SQNG) using a 3D numerical technique, which predicts detailed 
turbulent flame structure, carbon black formation and sulfur 
compounds production. The effect of relevant process parameters 
such as feedstock mass flow rate and reactor temperature on 
carbon black, COS,SO,S 22  and 2CS  formation are investigated.  

2. Gas furnace black and thermal decomposition of SQNG 

The carbon black furnace used in this investigation is a small-
scale axial flow gas furnace identical to that reported previously 
by Moghiman[10]. The furnace has been designed on the basis of 
using gaseous fuels as feedstock hydrocarbon, with a maximum 
output of 10 kg carbon black per hour. The basic geometry of the 
carbon black furnace is shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a 
precombustor, a mixing zone and a reactor. In the precombustor, 
the axially injected natural gas fuel burns with the process air, 
which is introduced through two tangential inlets. Then, the 
highly swirling hot gases meet the feedstock sub-quality natural 
gas fuel, which is injected radially into the precombustor in the 
vicinity of the mixing zone. The abrupt enlargement in diameter 
at the exit of the choke encourages the mixing of feedstock fuel 
with the hot gases [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Carbon black gas furnace 

Turbulent rich combustion and thermal decomposition of 
CH4+ H2S feedstock fuel produces carbon black, sulfur 
compounds and other precursor species for the formation of 
carbon black. 

3. Chemical reaction modeling 

The production of carbon black through thermally 
decomposition of SQNG involved a complex series of chemical 
reactions which control the conversion of both CH4and H2S. The 
decomposition reaction of CH4and H2S are equivalent to [3, 12]:  

mol/kJ9.74298H2H2)S(C4CH −=∆+→ o  Reaction (1) 

mol/kJ9.79298H2H2S
2
1

S2H −=∆+→ o  Reaction (2) 

Because reaction 1 is mildly endothermic, it requires 
temperatures higher than K850o  to proceed at reasonable rate 
[13], and, as reaction 2 is highly endothermic, the temperatures 
must be above K1500o  for achieving reasonable rate [6]. A 
portion of CH4 and SH 2  can be oxidized to produce CO , 2CO  
and 2SO . SH 2  also can react with 2CO  producing COS  [14]:  

OHCOSCOSH 222 +⇔+ Reaction (3) 

Under special circumstances including using catalyst H2S can 
react with methane producing carbon disulfide (CS2) and H2 [3].  

2242 H4CSCHSH2 +⇔+ Reaction (4) 

4. Turbulence–chemistry interaction 

The mixture fraction / PDF method is used to model the 
turbulent chemical reactions occurring in the diffusion, 
combustion and thermal decomposition of natural gas in the 
carbon black furnace. This method, which assumes the chemistry 
is fast enough for a chemical equilibrium to always exist at 
molecular level, enables the handling of large numbers of reacting 
species, including intermediate species. Transport equations are 
solved for the mean mixture fraction f  , its variance 2f ′  and for 
enthalpy h . The chemistry calculations and the pdf integrations 
are performed using a preprocessing code, assuming chemical 

equilibrium between 30 different species. The results of the 
chemistry calculations are stored in look-up tables which relate 
the mean thermochemical variables (species mass fractions, 
temperature and density) to the values of f , 2f ′  and h  [15]. 

5. Numerical solution procedure 

Fluent CFD software which allows one to model furnaces with 
complex geometry and solution-adaptive grid refinement is 
applied in this study to solve the 3D problem. Gambit 
preprocessor is used for the fully three dimensional geometry 
creations and unstructured grid generation. The 3D volume grid is 
represented in Fig 2. The domain is discretized into a grid of 
20493 nodes and 82745 tetrahedral cells. The conservation 
equations of mass, momentum, energy, reynolds stresses, 
dissipation rate, mixture fraction and its variance, and 
concentration of soot are solved by applying a finite-volume 
treatment, using a second-order upwind scheme for discretisation 
of the convective terms of transport equations. 

 
Fig. 2. Three-dimensional tetrahedral grid 

 

The two-step Tesner soot model is applied within the finite-
volume CFD code FLUENT. The two-step Tesner soot model [16] 
predicts the generation of radical nuclei and then computes the 
formation of soot on these nuclei. The radiative heat transfer in the 
absorbing, emitting and scattering medium is calculated by the 
Discrete Ordinates (DO) radiation model [17]. The RSM model is 
used for prediction of anisotropic, highly swirling and 
recirculating flow inside the combustor. The conventional wall-
function approach is used in the near-wall region. At the inlet 
boundary, conditions are specified once and did not need updating 
during the course of the solution procedure. At the outlet 
boundary, zero gradient conditions are applied. A fixed 
temperature condition is applied at the wall of the furnace. 

A grid dependence study is conducted to arrive at the 
appropriate size of the grid to combine accuracy and efficiency. 
The number of grid points is varied from 17231 to 36387 for 
typical set operating conditions. It is observed that the field 
quantities varied less than 1% after the number of grid points is 
increased beyond 20493. For the radiation model, emissivity 
coefficient at the flow inlets and outlets are taken to be 1.0 (black 
body absorption). Wall emissivity is set to be 0.6, a typical value 
for gas combustion.  

5. Results 

Numerical calculations are performed on the axial flow gas 
furnace used by moghiman [10] as shown in Fig. 1. The total 
precombustor inlet airflow rate is sm /1019 33−× , at a temperature 
of 690Kand normal atmospheric pressure of 1 bar. The 
equivalence ratio used for the precombustor is 0.92. The accuracy 
of the quantitative or even the qualitative trends of the results 
relating to combustion and decomposition parameters depends on 
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the accuracy with which the temperature and species 
concentration fields are determined from the numerical calculation 
of the present model. To establish the accuracy of the present 
computation, a possible comparison between experimental 
measurements of Moghiman [10], with no SH 2 , has been made 
with calculated results of this model. For comparison purposes, 
we first conducted computations without SH 2  in feedstock mass 
flow rate.  

A comparison of reactor outlet average temperature and 
carbon black yield (kg carbon black/kg feedstock) predicted by 
this study is made with the experimental results (Figs. 3 and 4). 
The comparison between predicted and measured temperatures 
(Fig. 3) reveals that the calculated results show lower 
temperatures than the experimental results especially for higher 
feedstock flow rate. The discrepancy between the two results can 
be due to the fundamental assumption made in the combustion 
model used (PDF fast chemistry combustion model) which 
assumes that chemistry is fast enough for a chemical equilibrium. 
Comparison between the computed and measured carbon black 
yield is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the predicted carbon black 
yield values have very good agreement  with measurement results 
the maximum carbon black yield is accrued at equivalence 
ratio=3. The discrepancy between the two results can be attributed 
to the temperature levels obtained by the two methods (see Fig. 3). 
The lower temperature levels obtained by the computation method 
are due to higher decomposition of CH4.  

Fig. 5 presents the calculated distributions for CH4, H2S, 
temperature, soot, solid carbon, COS  and gaseous sulfur for a 

s/kg103 3−× feedstock flow rate. H2S mass fraction in natural 
gas is 10%. Of particular importance is Figs. 5d-f showing the 
formation of soot from incomplete combustion of entering 
methane and the production of solid carbon and gaseous sulfur 
from thermal decomposition of the methane- hydrogen sulfide jet 
interacting with hot surroundings. Clearly, the use of more inlets 
for feedstock methane-hydrogen sulfide injection would have 
improved flow and aero chemistry symmetry and, undoubtedly 
production of carbon black and sulfur compounds.  
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the predicted reactor outlet temperature 

with the experimental data 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the predicted carbon black yield  

with the experimental data 
 

Fig. 6 shows the variation of reactor outlet temperature as a 
function of feedstock mass flow rate for two conditions: a) with 
H2S, b) without H2S. It can be seen that the results of the two 
conditions are similar. The small discrepancy between the results 
of the two conditions is because the CH4 decomposition reaction 
begins at lower temperature in comparison with the H2S 
decomposition reaction. The figure reveals that temperatures 
sharply decrease with increasing feedstock flow rate because of 
the endothermic nature of both CH4 and H2S decomposition 
reaction.  

Figs. 7 and 8 show the effect of feedstock flow rate and 
reactor outlet temperature on CH4 and H2S conversions. CH4 and 

SH 2  conversions are [3]:  

100
]CH[

]CH[]CH[
conversionCH

0

0

4

44
4 ×

−
= , 

100
]SH[

]SH[]SH[
conversionSH

0

0

2

22
2 ×

−
=  

where 04 ]CH[  and 02 ]SH[  denote the initial (input) 
concentration of CH4 and H2S, respectively. [CH4] and [H2S] are 
equilibrium concentration of CH4 and H2S at reactor outlet, 
respectively. 

Fig. 7 reveals that the H2S conversion sharply decreases with 
increasing feedstock flow rate; this attributed to the endothermic 
nature of feedstock H2S and CH4 decomposition. 

For higher values of feedstock flow rate )s/kg002.0(≥  CH4 
conversion decreases with increasing feedstock flow rate. This 
occurs because of the endothermic nature of CH4 decomposition. 
The major factor influencing CH4 and H2S conversions is 
temperature. Fig. 8 shows that the CH4conversion reactor reaches 
100% as the reactor temperature become greater than K1100 o . 
Because CH4 decomposition reaction is mildly endothermic, the 
temperature must be above K850 o  for the reaction to proceed at a 
reasonable rate. This is accord with results of Hung and Raissi [3]. 
At any temperature, H2S conversion is less than that of CH4, 
especially at temperature below K1300 o  wherein H2S conversion 
is less than 5%. For higher values of reactor 
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temperature )K1300( o≥ , H2S conversion increases sharply with 
temperature. As H2S decomposition reaction is endothermic, the 
temperature must be above K1500 o  for the reaction to proceed at 
a reasonable rate.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 . Contour of species mass fractions 
 and temperature (K) 
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Fig. 6 Effect of feedstock flow rate on 

 calculated outlet temperature 
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Fig. 7. Effect of feedstock mass flow rate on 

 SH 2  and 4CH   conversions 
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Fig. 8. Effect of reactor outlet temperature on 

 SH 2  and 4CH   conversions 
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Figs. 9 shows the effect of feedstock flow rate on 4CH , 
carbon black, soot and CO mass fractions at the outlet of the 
furnace. It can be seen that for lower values of feedstock, the very 
high temperature precombustor effluent (see Fig. 6) causes the 
feedstock hydrocarbon ( 4CH ) mostly burns to CO, consequently, 
the production of carbon black is low. For higher values of 
feedstock flow rate, the formation of carbon black increases, and, 
due to reduction of temperature, the formation of CO and soot 
decreases. Fig. 10 shows the variation of sulfur (given by 
decomposition of H2S) and SO2 (given by combustion of H2S) 
yields as a function of feedstock flow rate at the outlet of the 
furnace. 2S  and 2SO  yields are defined as :  

100*
]SH[
]S[2

(%)S
02

2
2 =  , 100*

]SH[
]SO[(%)SO
02

2
2 = . 

where ]S[ 2  and [SO2] denote the equilibrium molar 
concentrations for species S2 and SO2, respectively [6]. The figure 
reveals that for low values of feedstock flow rate )s/kg002.0(≤ , 
due to high levels of temperature (see Fig. 3) SH 2  mostly 
converts to S2 and SO2. It can be seen that for higher values of 
feedstock flow rate the formations of S2 and SO2 are too low. This 
is due to reduction of SH 2  conversion (see Fig. 7).  
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Fig. 9. Effect of feedstock flow rate on CH4, CO, carbon black 

 and soot mass fractions 
 
Figs. 11 presents the effects of feedstock mass flow rate on 

yields of COS and CS2, respectively. The yields of COS and CS2 
are defined as:  

100*
]SH[
]COS[

(%)COS
02

=  , 100*
]CH[
]CS[

(%)CS
04

2
2 =  

where [COS] and [CS2] denote the equilibrium molar 
concentrations for species COS and CS2, respectively [3]. Fig. 11 
shows that the COS and CS2 yields increase with increasing 
feedstock flow rate until the yields reach the maximum values, 
and then drop with further increase in the feedstock flow rate. 
Figs. 11 reveal that the amount of CS2 is always low %)0007.0(≤ . 
This is accords with results of C. Huang, A. Raissi [3] and G. P. 
Towler and S. Lynn [12].  
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Fig. 10. Effect of feedstock mass flow rate on 

 2S  and 2SO  
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Fig. 11. Effect of feedstock mass flow rate on 

 COS  and 2CS  yield 

6. Conclusions 

The production of waste gases containing methane (CH4) and 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) has been computationally investigated and 
fully analyzed. The process mainly involves the oxidative and 
thermal decomposition of CH4 and H2S. We also conducted some 
computations with no H2S present in feedstock hydrocarbon to 
compare the results of this model with available experimental 
measurements. Based on the presented results, the following 
conclusions may be drawn: 
 

• The major factor influencing CH4 and H2S conversions is 
reactor temperature.  

• For temperatures higher than K1100 o , the reactor CH4 
conversion reaches 100%. 
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• At any temperature, H2S conversion is less than that of CH4, 
especially at temperature  below K1300o  wherein H2S 
conversion is less than 5%.  

• For temperatures higher than K1300o , H2S conversion 
increases sharply with temperature. The major products of 
the processes are S2and SO2 while carbonyl sulfide (COS) 
and carbon disulfide (CS2) are minor products within this 
temperature range. 

• For lower values of feedstock flow rate, CH4 mostly burns 
to CO  and consequently, the production of carbon black is 
low. For higher values of feedstock, the formation of carbon 
black increases to a maxima.  
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